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Family as one of the most important social institution has a stall among legal
establishments, but despite cultural and historical importance of this institution,
protection of laws and different programs, foundation and its continuity was inquired
and it shows existence of marriage crisis and divorce ascent arc. Since the divorce
crisis can be studied different aspects, family law has changed allot in the past so in
this research we'll discuss economical demands for wife in divorce in family laws such
as: dowry, Alimony, proverbs fees, school, classification of assets' condition and also
how to collect them, and the performance of enforcement Ruler for the mentioned
Rights, with aim of the evaluating changes' impacts for family bonds and its
adaptation with the important role of women in economic cycle of existing families
and changed cultural patterns and finally preventing the growing trend of divorce, to
emphasize the contradictions and existing vacuities and disaffiliation between
ascending arc of divorce and giving economic rights to women with descriptive
analysis method. In continue with using mentioned reviews and their analytical
results we'll find out that there is no relation between climbing divorce rate and
giving economic rights to women and most of the times women don't get their
economic rights and they are forced to give it away. Eventually considering cultural
and social nature of family, some hints are given for completing and making the
economic rights of woman, better and also for solving problems of divorce with a
cultural approach and understanding the roots of it.
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